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Specification for Loading Bellows

The common type loading bellows for cement bulk machine is made of abrasion resistant industrial canvas, lined with round steel bracket, which has good efficiency, convenient operation and maintenance, dust-free loading and unloading, and has the advantages of compact structure, reasonable operation and reliable work.

Performance and application of Canvas Bellows:

Specializing in the production of canvas tube, dry ash bulk machine telescopic bag, canvas bag white cement bulk expansion, bulk cement unloading canvas suture expansion joints, expansion of canvas soft connection, wear resistant polyester canvas cement unloading expansion section, wear white canvas cement unloading expansion section, bulk cement tanker unloading canvas expansion joint, polyester bulk expansion machine bag dust discharging telescopic canvas soft connection, canvas hose machine dust of cement clinker, cement tanker transport tube soft connection; its size can be produced according to customer requirements. Dry dust bulk machine telescopic bag, using 10*10 cotton white canvas, lined with steel skeleton support.

Attention points for use:

The Canvas Bellows of the cement bulk machine belongs to the wearing parts. In the process of use, it is necessary to prevent man-made damage and increase the loss. Avoid dragging during loading and unloading, and prevent the friction of the sail from wearing on the ground; In the off process to use the art, to prevent the ring worn canvas.
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